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Enter the promo code IF310 to obtain your 10% discount and support your favorite Festival! 
That’s right a portion of the sale goes back to iF3 and will help produce the next edition!audio-technica.com



ONLINE

iF3 will broadcast its annual rdv  
live from its private studio in Montreal.

+  3 TV SHOWS FOLLOWED BY MOVIE 
PREMIERES STREAMING

+  THE iF3 MOVIE AWARDS 2021  
GALA LIVE FROM WHISTLER, BC

+  35 FILMS AVAILABLE ON DEMAND  
DURING THE WHOLE FESTIVAL FREE!

IN PERSON

The Festival propose 4 themed nights  
for in person viewing.

+  MOVIE PREMIERES 

+  ATHLETES PRESENCE

+  ANIMATION, CONTESTS & DJ

THE HYBRID FORMAT  
IS  HERE TO STAY!
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VOTE FOR YOUR 
FAVORITE MOVIE

ALL CATEGORIES - OCT. 20TH TO 23RD 2021

This process is independent and is not part of the 
iF3 Movie Awards gala. The winners will be announced 

on Monday October 25th, 2021.

https://festivalif3.com/en/


https://festivalif3.com/fr/lieux-et-evenements/montreal_canada_2020/films/


W E D N E S DAY,  O C TO B E R  2 0 T H

ALL GIRLS - TV SHOW - FREE

7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.    Hosted by The Blondes

ALL GIRLS - ONLINE STREAMING - FREE

8:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.    Go to FESTIVALIF3.COM

OUTDOOR CHICKS  -  WILD AT HEART

We don’t want to focus only on riding the steepest faces, discovering hidden places, biking the hardest trails, 
or climbing the highest peaks, but rather on connecting and showcasing females with a genuine passion for 
outdoor sports and a love for nature.

 2     0     2 — 6 min

GIRLS UP  -  SHADOW

In a world where social networks and media dictate the rules, where only champions shine at the top, where 
only the most beautiful lines in perfectly perfect snow are exploited and where sometimes the stories stray 
from the truth, Shadow tries to break the codes.

This is the story of 5 women in the shadows. 5 women passionate about skiing and snowboarding, the 
mountains, beautiful slopes. 5 women with atypical personalities, from different generations, telling their 
story in the same massif that tells them: The Aravis massif, French Alps.

 3     0     0 — 20 min

WE TELEMARK  -  TELEMARKERAS INTRO

Telemarkeras Intro is the opening to a serie of Ladies Telemark movie called Telemarkeras. We are women 
from around the world getting together to show our passion and to tell a story about us, about what we do, 
about why we do it, about what is telemark for us...

 1     2     0 — 6 min

STARKSDALE PRODUCTIONS  -  LIKE A GIRL

Like a Girl follows a group of five girls (ages 9-15) as they navigate ski slopes, mountain bike trails, whitewater, 
and the growing pains of youth. While the traditionally male dominated world of outdoor sports tends to 
focus on expertise at its extreme, these girls get to the heart of why we find the world of outdoor sports so 
appealing in the first place.

 1     0     1 — 10 min

ACTION INSPIRED PRODUCTIONS  -  DELIVERANCE

Deliverance is the action of being set free. This short film is an action story of skier Amy David experiencing 
deliverance through skiing and the pursuit of backcountry freedom while overcoming a near death ski accident, 
the loss of a loved one and carving her own path in the mountains. The footage covers the Swiss and Austrian 
Alps, Japanese powder, Idaho sled skiing, and crash footage from the Big Sky Freeskiing World Tour Finals.

 3     0     0 — 8 min

INFORMATION /  REGISTRATIONLEGEND

 Big Mountain         Park         Street

https://festivalif3.com/fr/


ALTISCOPE FILMS  -  LES P’TIOTES 2

By the fireside, the P’tiotes listen to the incredible mountain legends told by a village elder, notably that of 
the Pralognan corridor. However, the girls want new stories! The former will then tell the taboo legend of 
La Maurienne. Indeed, the valley of Chavière which starts from Pralognan leads to Maurienne. A mysterious 
valley that intrigues the P’tiotes. So they decide to go and check if the legend is true!

 3     0     0 — 7  min

FELT SOUL MEDIA  -  LEARNING TO DROWN

Considered one of the most influential action sports athletes in the world, Jess Kimura was at the top of her 
game when tragedy struck. As everything came crashing down, her grief led her down a path she could 
have never imagined.

 2     3     3 — 40  min

ALEX ARMSTRONG  -  SKIER RICH 

The Skier Rich series features the athlete, Alex “Army” Armstrong as she follows the ebbs and flows of the 
winter season in British Columbia. She begins the season following the snow to find the best pillows and 
powder BC has to offer. As the winter peters out, big line hunting comes into season and she takes full 
advantage. To be Skier Rich, means to have all the tools necessary to make the most of the winter; a sled, 
skis, and a good crew. While your bank account may be depleted, with these elements you’re Skier Rich.

 3     0     0 — 20  min

INFORMATION /  REGISTRATIONLEGEND

 Big Mountain         Park         Street

https://festivalif3.com/fr/


ALL GIRLS - THEATER SAINTE-CATHERINE - $15

8:30 p.m. to 11 p.m.    Movie screening

EL MAKRELL  -  CONNECTED

The heart beats the same in our chest. We breathe the same air. We are on the same journey. We are 
connected in a certain way. Skiing is our inspiration & passion. Three ski-women who might have never met 
if it wasn’t for their shared passion.

 2     0     2 — 12  min

ALEX ARMSTRONG  -  SKIER RICH 

The Skier Rich series features the athlete, Alex “Army” Armstrong as she follows the ebbs and flows of the 
winter season in British Columbia. She begins the season following the snow to find the best pillows and 
powder BC has to offer. As the winter peters out, big line hunting comes into season and she takes full 
advantage. To be Skier Rich, means to have all the tools necessary to make the most of the winter; a sled, 
skis, and a good crew. While your bank account may be depleted, with these elements you’re Skier Rich.

 3     0     0 — 20  min

GIRLS UP  -  SHADOW

In a world where social networks and media dictate the rules, where only champions shine at the top, where 
only the most beautiful lines in perfectly perfect snow are exploited and where sometimes the stories stray 
from the truth, Shadow tries to break the codes.

This is the story of 5 women in the shadows. 5 women passionate about skiing and snowboarding, the 
mountains, beautiful slopes. 5 women with atypical personalities, from different generations, telling their 
story in the same massif that tells them: The Aravis massif, French Alps.

 3     0     0 — 20 min

THE FACTION COLLECTIVE  -  ROOTS (SEGMENT SEULEMENT)

A “All Girls” segment from the movie ROOTS by The Faction Collective!

 2     2     0 — 5 min

TROUBLEHAUS  -  NA VITA DE NËI

We are celebrating the highs and lows of the pandemic winter season 2021 with a last dance on our gliding 
surface of choice.. looking back and reflecting about a life spent in snow where now time and life seemed to 
be stopped... Honoring our cold friend with a melancholy, poetic yet beautiful salute.

 3     0     0 — 12 min

CK9 STUDIOS  -  TATUM MONOD: PASSAGE

Tatum’s career has held doors of every kind. Doors that reach back as far as her Grandfather, and have carried 
on through generations to Tatum. Her career, successes, losses, injuries, have all shaped the skier and person 
she is today. This short film will open these doorways and uncover what continues to drive her in the sport.

 3     0     0 — 17 min

MAD TREES PRODUCTIONS  -  THE APPROACH

An action-driven ski and snowboard film elevating people of color, women and adaptive athletes.

 3     0     0 — 30 min

INFORMATION /  REGISTRATIONLEGEND

 Big Mountain         Park         Street

https://festivalif3.com/fr/




T H U R S DAY,  O C TO B E R  2 1 s t

URBAN & FREESTYLE - TV SHOW - FREE

7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.    Hosted by JF Houle and Zach Aller

URBAN & FREESTYLE - ONLINE STREAMING - FREE

8:30 p.m. to 0:30 a.m.    Go to FESTIVALIF3.COM

MEDIAPPINESS  -  S.W.A 

SWA (Ski with Attitude) is a ski film in reference to the famous American rap group «NWA» (Nig * as With 
Attitude).

 1     3     2 — 22 min 

LIONEL MOERCH  -  SOCIAL REPORT  

Social Report is the 2nd movie from the Journal Project. It highlights all of the social exchanges, both positive 
and negative, that come through our practice of snowboarding. From the grumbling grandpa, to the super 
hyped schoolchildren, not a session goes by without interacting with the locals… and often, the police.  

 2     0     3 — 12 min 

OnSlaught  -  FUEL  

The OS Crew kept at it for their 6th ski film in a row, it came with more adversities than most years, but they 
kept fueling the fire and keeping the stoke alive! 

 1     0     3 — 20 min

TRAVELING CIRCUS  -  THE CITY THAT NEVER SKIS 

After years of waiting for a snowstorm in New York City, the Traveling Circus takes the opportunity to ski the 
Big Apple. Will Wesson, Andy Parry, LJ Strenio and Ross Imburgia hit the streets of Brooklyn, Queens and 
Manhattan – surely one of the most unique and memorable ski destinations.

 0     0     3 — 12 min  

REAL SKIFI  -  TENET  

Take off comes before landing. Or does it? What if the outrun is actually the inrun? Real Skifi Tenet is a skiing 
fiction piece inspired by Christopher Nolan’s Tenet.

 0     0     3 — 3 min 

SPANAGEL PRODUCTIONS  -  ITINERANT 

In 2017 we set out to make an urban ski movie. Filming this movie set in the Midwest came with its challenges. 
Living in Cincinnati, a city that sees 9 days of snowfall a year and less than a foot of snow annually, made 
things even more difficult. We were forced to take to the road and travel to find snow.  

 0     0     3 — 18 min   

VOLTFUSE  -  YARN 

A portrait of the simple days and pleasures spent snowboarding at a DIY snowboard zone, located in the 
remote interior of Newfoundland and Labrador.

 1     3     2 — 2 min 

LEGEND

 Big Mountain         Park         Street

INFORMATION /  REGISTRATION

https://festivalif3.com/fr/


ENTOURAGE  -  YAKTV 

Entourage presents their second ski movie, YAKTV. The crew is entirely based out of Bozeman, MT and they 
are so stoked to show the world their ski movie for the year. Big vibes in this one... but you already knew that. 

 2     0     1 — 23 min 

SKI ACRO QUEBEC  -  SEASON RECAP 

This short ski film summarizes the season of 12 athletes from the Quebec slopestyle team who travel between 
Maximize in the Laurentians and Calgary in Alberta.

 0    3     0 — 8 min 

RUSTY TOOTHBRUSH  -  TWO VANS NO PLANS 

Two Vans No Plans  is Rusty Toothbrush’s 5th official full length movie which follows the Rusty Toothbrush 
family on a whirlwind road trip throughout Italy in their modified 80’s campers and a customised XT600 
motorbike (turned winch-bike). 

 2    0     2 — 30 min 

KEVIN ROLLAND PRODUCTION  -  RÉSILIENCE 

This documentary traces the story of Kevin Rolland during his world record attempt on a quarter pipe at a 
very important time in his life ...

 1    3     0 — 45 min 

CHILD LABOR  -  TAKE 3  

This is Child Labor’s third consecutive street skiing film. We spent the winter skiing and filming mostly in 
the Twin Cities, Minnesota, and Salt Lake City, Utah. It features Blake Rolfing, Cal Carson, Garrett Whaley, 
Bennie Osnow, Dakota Connole, Andrew Egan, Zach Sturtevant, Thomas Stone, Sam Gnoza, Ryan Funke, 
Joe Fusare, and friends.

 0    0     3 — 23 min 

LEGEND

 Big Mountain         Park         Street

INFORMATION /  REGISTRATION

https://festivalif3.com/fr/


URBAN & FREESTYLE - TRH BAR MONTREAL - $7

8:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.    Movie screening

VIDEOQUEST SKI SAINT-BRUNO 

Winner of the VideoQuest 2021 in Ski Saint-Bruno.

 0     0     3 — 3 min 

STRICTLY  -  MOST GUTTER  

An all Street offering from Strictly.

 0     0     3 — 18 min 

TWEAKEND  -  INTERCONNECT  

Interconnect is an urban snowboarding movie starring many amateurs and professional riders from canada, 
united states, europe, japan and russia. All the riders are super stoked to be involved in this unique project.

 1     1     3 — 20 min

FORRE  -  FORRMULA 

Forrmula is a street skiing movie by Forre. Filmed purely in Finland.

 0     0     3 — 25 min  

MOB  -  BACK TO THE ROOTS  

After many years directing music videos, getting bored and out of inspiration, the producer Mob knew he 
had to go back to his roots. He decided to team up with his old crew to immortalize their common passion 
for the last time.

 1     0     3 — 19 min 

JOONA KANGAS  -  LAND OF THE DARKER SUN 

Joona Kangas & Keesh present Land of the Darker Sun – a passion part made with the help of friends & family. 
Filmed during 20/21 in Finnish Lapland, Swiss Alps & Riksgränsen. 

 2     0     3 — 4 min 

ALEX HALL  -  SECURITY NOTICE 

TBD

 0     0     3 — 6 min 

ROGUE OTTER STUDIOS  -  MOITIÉ-MOITIÉ 

In the vibe of One Of Those Days by Candide Thovex or Imagination by Tom Wallisch, Olympic champion 
Sarah Hoefflin treats us with a super creative short . In the streets of Leysin, she goes on a run full of twists 
and turns that she has to repeat a lot of times and which pays homage to Jp Auclair.

 0     0     3 — 4 min 

LEGEND

 Big Mountain         Park         Street

INFORMATION /  REGISTRATION

https://festivalif3.com/fr/


LEVEL 1 PRODUCTIONS  -  FREEHAND 

On a continuous rise, Jake Mageau teams up with Level 1 for his first solo project outside of X Games Real 
Ski. A special short piece made in chemistry with Brady Perron. Free Hand reflects Mango in his purest form 
during a not-so-normal ski season. Free Hand brings you Mageau’s unmatched fluid style with a tasteful, 
imaginative and inventive picture in a heightened yet down-to-earth stance.

 1     1     3 — 9 min

KEEGAN KILBRIDE X CAM WILLIS  -  SLIM TO NONE 

Slim to None follows Keegan Kilbride from the streets of his home state Maine, to the BC of Montana, and 
back to Colorado to link with his classic crew.

 2     1     3 — 15 min 

MJ PRODUCTION  -  HOSTI 

This is a movie with snowboard and ski parts all mixed together. They are a bunch of friends who wanted 
to have fun during winter and got creative. This is not only street parts, there is a storyline throughout the 
movie which is actually based on real life events.

 0     0     3 — 40 min 

TORMENT MAG  -  LIVING ROOM 

A mixed-media film that examines Cole Navin’s unparalleled approach, showcasing talents and thoughts that 
transcend snowboarding and manifest in expression on and off a board. We used an always-on approach 
to capture Cole’s journey throughout the year, as well as archival footage of Cole as a kid to give the viewer 
a broader sense of how he has grown.

 0     1     3 — 16 min 

THE BRUNERS  -  ANYTIME 

After a winter filled with a lot more highs and lows than winters in the past, we are proud of the final product 
that we were able to achieve throughout the season. What I initially envisioned in my mind for this project 
turned out to be even better because of the core Bruners crew, and the addition of new blood.

 1     0     3 — 12 min 

STRICTLY   -  AUGUST LIGHT (HAVE A NICE DAY) 

A video record in two halves, the collage of our season of doing whatever we wanted with whoever wanted 
to join us. A video by Gavin Rudy and Ethan Swadburg.

 3     1     3 — 18 min 

LEGEND

 Big Mountain         Park         Street

INFORMATION /  REGISTRATION
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F R I DAY,  O C T O B E R  2 2 n d

BIG MOUNTAIN - TV SHOW - FREE

7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.    Hosted by Cody Townsend and Amy Jade David

BIG MOUNTAIN - ONLINE STREAMING - FREE

8:30 p.m. to 0:30 a.m.    Go to FESTIVALIF3.COM

ALTISCOPE FILMS  -  SUBSTANCE 

Multiple elements constitute the mountain and the winter. Human beings are small in the face of this immensity, 
but they feel big. They can feel this harmony with their heart, eyes and soul. The balance of substances, 
materials, allows humans to enter into osmosis with nature. He feels free in the midst of these elements.

 3     0     0 — 4 min 

MOUNTAIN TRIBE  -  ONE STEP AHEAD 

Dreams become visions, and a plan transforms a dream into a goal. But how do you get started and leave 
your comfort zone? After the long months of stand still, the Mountain Tribe Crew has a big goal, and builds 
a long term plan towards it.

 3     0     0 — 11 min 

EDWARD CLEM MEDIA  -  MUST BE NICE 

Must Be Nice is a film about what goes into skiing beyond what is typically seen in ski porn movies. Beyond 
epic skiing footage, Must Be Nice tells the stories of John Spriggs, Taylor Seaton, Wiley Miller, McRae Williams 
and others as they deal with the realities of injuries, death of loved ones, financial difficulties and more. When 
people say, “you’re a pro skier, it must be nice,” they don’t know the half of it.

 3     0     0 — 26 min 

TY DAYBERRY  -  FUTURE FREEHEEL PT. II 

Future Freeheel pt II picks up where part one left off showcasing the telemark skiing talent of Ty Dayberry. 
This film showcases the pinnacle progression of modern telemark skiing alongside the beauty of the Sierra 
Nevada mountains.

 3     0     0 — 13 min 

JACKALOPE.TV  -  LE RÊVE DE L’EST 

For the past few months, Burton has been working on an ambitious project in the Chic-Chocs region of the 
Gaspé Peninsula. Experienced Quebec riders are clearing a mountain with incredible snow conditions to 
create a completely new trail. The Quebec backcountry as you’ve never seen it before.

 3     0     0 — 7 min 

PEAK PERFORMANCE PRODUCTIONS  -  POLAR CIRCLE 

Polar Circle takes you on a journey through the history of Riksgränsen, narrated by Freeride World Champion 
Kristofer Turdell. This small village in the heart of the Swedish wilderness has over the years played an important 
role in not only Kristofer’s skiing career, but for the ski industry globally. Polar Circle  portraits this magical 
place through the eyes of Kristofer and how the community around it has and still evolves the sport of freeride.

 3     0     0 — 9 min 

LEGEND

 Big Mountain         Park         Street

INFORMATION /  REGISTRATION
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THE BLUEBERRIES  -  SOURCE 

The film Source refers to the return to the main source of our inspiration. Indeed, this project will focus on 
snow, which is the essence of mission planning and which tests our resolve. It also represents the surface on 
which it is possible for us to express ourselves and assert our colors. We want to show both its beauty and 
the danger it can represent when taken for granted.

 3     0     2 — 10 min 

SEEKING NIRVANA  -  CANVAS OASIS 

Old friends come together for a new adventure - which may be their last. The final instalment of Seeking 
Nirvana’s film series - Canvas Oasis.

 3     0     0 — 14 min 

STRICTLY  -  WILDCARD 

An all powder offering from Strictly with some new faces.

 3     0     0 — 18 min 

HEAD FREESKIING / JEFF THOMAS CREATIVE  -  FRAME OF MIND 

A humble, welcoming and soft-spoken individual, Sam Kuch is a product of his environment. Born and raised 
in the lesser known region of the ‘Kootenays’, it is a community filled with passionate skiers and downhome, 
throwback ski resorts. It is a picturesque, powder filled paradise that has shaped and inspired Sam and 
allowed him to quickly reach new heights.

 3     1     0 — 11 min 

YANN RAUSIS  -  FROM SOURCE 

A skier wanders alone by a glacier on a bright full-moon night and steps into the abyss of a glacier cave. His 
longing for spiritual liberation guided him there, as far as possible from everything he knew. Diving in the depths 
of the unknown, he experiences a mystical connection with his divine self through his freeride skiing visions.

 3     0     0 — 14 min 

LINE SKIS  -  ASPECT 

Derived from the composition of an environment and bodies within, there exists indicators of transition and 
development. Vision, Ability, Scale, Slope & Atmosphere. Relative to another, the apparent position of these 
elements allows for a forecast of things to come. A short film by Jake Strassman and LINE Skis featuring 
Jonnie Merrill, LJ Strenio & Jake Hopfinger.

 3     0     0 — 5 min 

PICTURE ORGANIC CLOTHING X BUG VISIONARIES  -  HOME LINES 

Both the Covid19 crisis and global warming are pushing us to change our habits and take a new look at the 
world around us. Having adventures at home, reducing our commutes has never made more sense than 
it does today. This film adapts to this new paradigm in a reduced-impact expedition, simply a proposal, a 
desire, an experience, a human adventure.

 3     0     0 — 34 min 

LEGEND

 Big Mountain         Park         Street

INFORMATION /  REGISTRATION
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LAURENT DE MARTIN / TITOUAN BESSIRE  -  SIMPLY 

Laurent’s new movie project will follow his path of evolving in and around skiing. Big mountains and powder 
are the focus and Laurent gathered a team around him to join his off-piste adventures. This includes a ski 
touring approach on new terrain, discovering mountain huts and outdoor living.

 3     1     0 — 17 min 

SUMMIT LUNCH PRODUCTIONS  -  SUMMIT FEVER 

In Cody Townsend’s quest to climb and ski all fifty of The Fifty Classic Ski Descents of North America, there 
lies a few mountains that are among the hardest, gnarliest and most daunting ski descents in the world. One 
of those mountains is Mount St. Elias. In his first attempt, Townsend is joined by snowboarder Nick Russell, 
guide Dan Corn and cinematographer Bjarne Salen, head up to the second highest peak in the US to face off 
with the mountains legendarily horrendous weather, its avalanche prone slopes and it’s rarely summited peak.

 3     0     0 — 35 min 

SCHIRMER FILM  -  WAVY: THE LAST VOYAGE OF SOFIE AND CAPTAIN CROCS 

A winter odyssey from Norway’s most northern waters. After ten years of hunting snow abroad in the southern 
countries, the pandemic has forced the free riders Krister Kopala, Merrick Mordal and Nikolai Schirmer to 
explore the mountain ranges closer to home. Aboard the ship of the eccentric Captain Crocs they look north 
towards the dark towing rock spires of Kvænangstindan, where Nikolai seems to remember he saw a skiable 
line over a decade ago. On the voyage of the winter the crew is forced to face the question of when have 
you pushed it so far over the edge that you may never sail back home?

 3     0     0 — 44 min 

SOMETHING GOOD SOMETHING GREAT  -  PER’SPEKTIV 

David Carrier Porcheron, better known as DCP, is a legend in the snowboarding community. When the COVID-
19 pandemic hit, DCP and his family were left stranded in Costa Rica. He found himself without access to 
snow for the first time in over two decades. This film tells the story of DCP’s return to snow after 13 months 
as he rediscovers what he loves about snowboarding, and why he cannot live without it.

 2     1     0 — 34 min 

LEGEND

 Big Mountain         Park         Street

INFORMATION /  REGISTRATION
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BELLE-NEIGE DRIVE-IN - $25/CAR (4 PERS.)

6:30 p.m. to 8:45 p.m.    Screening 1

PVS COMPANY  -  WRITE YOUR LINE 

As a child, Ben dreams of reaching the level of his favorite athletes, who have become legends today. During 
his ski descent in La Clusaz, he finds himself sharing his ride with the older ones. This ski descent will go viral 
on the internet causing enthusiasm, curious to see such a sharing.

 3     0     0 — 3 min 

SNOWMADS  -  INNSBRUCK. POWDER. PEOPLE. 

After many winter seasons and competitions at the highest level all over the world, a professional freeride 
skier from New Zealand named Neil Williman ends up in Innsbruck, Austria. There he meets many talented 
locals that show him just how great the mountains around Tirol are. They have one simple, but difficult idea: 
to find and ride the most challenging faces around Innsbruck using public transport.

 3     1     0 — 17 min 

NATIVE EARTH PRODUCTIONS  -  BRAP SKI 1 

What the hell does Brap Ski mean? Crazy Karl has been using snowmobiles to access ski terrain for over a 
decade. At this point, skiing and snowmobiling (or ‘brappin’ as they call it) are inseparable. Climbing skins? 
Who needs those anymore. Brap Ski 1 takes you on an adventure into some of the best snowmobile accessed 
terrain in the Western US. 

 3     0     0 — 20 min 

PEAK PERFORMANCE PRODUCTIONS  -  POLAR CIRCLE 

Polar Circle takes you on a journey through the history of Riksgränsen, narrated by Freeride World Champion 
Kristofer Turdell. This small village in the heart of the Swedish wilderness has over the years played an important 
role in not only Kristofer’s skiing career, but for the ski industry globally. Polar Circle portraits this magical 
place through the eyes of Kristofer and how the community around it has and still evolves the sport of freeride.

 3     0     0 — 9 min 

THE FACTION COLLECTIVE  -  ROOTS 

Faction’s third feature film digs deep to uncover the foundations of freeskiing as seen by the current generation 
of skiers. From the caves of the Dolomites to the nightscapes of Ruka and the mythic peaks surrounding 
Verbier, Roots takes us on a journey through the vibrant spectrum of freeskiing.

 2     2     0 — 45 min 

ESTERA CREATIVE  -  RESILIENCE 

Resilience is an action-sport documentary film about big-mountain riding, human resilience and what it 
means to truly be connected. It features Joe Lax, Chris Ankeny, Delaney Zayak, Joel Loverin, Taylor Godber 
and Cedric Landry as they tackle some of the biggest mountain terrain in the world as well as all of life’s 
obstacles, including the deaths of two dear mountain friend - Dave Treadway and Dave Henkel.

 3     0     0 — 48 min 

LEGEND

 Big Mountain         Park         Street

INFORMATION /  REGISTRATION
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LEGEND

 Big Mountain         Park         Street

9 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.    Screening 2

VIDEOQUEST MONT SUTTON 

Winner of the VideoQuest 2021 in Mont Sutton.

 1     1     0 — 3 min 

VIDEOQUEST MASSIF DU SUD 

Winner of the VideoQuest 2021 in Massif du Sud.

 1     1     0 — 3 min 

GOOD COMPANY  -  FRESH SQUEEZED 

With travel restrictions and pandemic difficulties the Good Company crew spent the season searching out 
new features close to home. Come along with Tom Wallisch and friends as they make the best of the cards 
they’re dealt. From the city streets of Iowa to the Utah backcountry, the Good Company crew skis everything!  
When life gives you lemons, make Lemonade. And this season Good Company’s newest film is Fresh Squeezed.

 2     1     3 — 18 min 

LEGS OF STEEL  -  LONG DAYS 

A movie made to create a more ‘real’ experience of what these athletes go through in order to make a 
ski film. You’re out from dusk till dawn. Some of the days the crew starts ski touring at 1 a.m. to ski lines at 
sunrise and other days the crew stay out till it’s dark to shoot sunset sessions. The film is raw and back to 
the roots of freeskiing.

 3     0     0 — 45 min 

IVRESSE FILMS  -  SAUVATGE 

Pierre Hourticq, a mountain guide living in Chamonix, is always seeking new challenges. In times like these, 
it was the ideal moment for this skier to return to his homeland to explore his mountains. The Pyrenees 
remain wild and unspoilt, far from the crowds flocking to the Alps. Only a few insiders are really aware of their 
promise. Bolstered by a genuine local culture, and a pristine, untamed nature, the Pyrenees can be a hostile 
place. Together with his climbing partners Helias Millerioux and Victor De Le Rue, they will try to document 
a new narrative in these little-known slopes.

 3     0     0 — 32 min 

TETON GRAVITY RESEARCH  -  STOKE THE FIRE 

TGR’s 26th annual film release Stoke The Fire explores our athlete’s evolution within skiing and the pure joy 
that stems from that process. Stoke manifests itself in different ways - for many it comes from committing 
to a new world, a lifestyle, and the friendships that blossom from that commitment. The choice to enter this 
world is a spark, and with every new experience the fire grows. With more knowledge comes more exploration, 
both physically and mentally, that helps us to reignite and keep that stoke burning; to drive us to push further 
and further into our exploration with nature and the limits of our own abilities.

 3     0     0 — 70 min 

INFORMATION /  REGISTRATION

https://festivalif3.com/fr/






S AT U R DAY,  O C TO B E R  2 3 R D

BELLE-NEIGE DRIVE-IN - $25/CAR (4 PERS.)

6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.    Screening 1

MAYRAND AGENCY  -  ECHO 

Coming off a decade traveling the world competing in events like Dew tour, X Games and the Olympics, 
Québec’s own Alex Bellemare spends a season focused on his first love, filming. Echo, is a visual tale following 
Alex Bellemare’s 2021 season revisiting his home province of Québec.

 1     3     3 — 21 min

CK9 STUDIOS  -  SAM KUCH: HERE GOES 

A cinematic, high-caliber short film featuring the best shots from a full winter with pro skier Sam Kuch. This 
music driven shred edit begins and ends with Sam choosing the right vinyl record to set the mood. It was 
filmed purely in the heart of B.C. backcountry; powder, pillows, lines, backcountry booters, and a bunch of 
quality follow-cam.

 3     0     0 — 7 min

VIDEOQUEST BELLE-NEIGE  -  BIG TIME 

Winner of the VideoQuest 2021 in Belle-Neige.

 0     2     0 — 3 min

MAXIME MOULIN  -  FLOW 

An aerial and symphonic journey with skier Sam Favret, in the heart of a closed resort during this very 
special winter of 2021. A dose of unreality, serenity and Sam’s powerful skiing. But above all the pleasure of 
rediscovering a playground back to its wild state.

 3     0     0 — 5 min 

NITRO SNOWBOARDS  -  VAMANOS 

Nitro Snowboards Family & Friends travelling locally around the world snowboarding with friends during 
a changing world. 

 2     2     1 — 30 min

LES BOUCHÉES DOUBLES STUDIO  -  EDJOY THE MOVIE 

In a world where reality and imagination co-exists in harmony, lives an old soul in a young freeskier’s body 
named EdJoy. He only wishes one thing, that the inner joy originating from self expression at its purest, 
could help humankind free themselves from their limited self-beliefs. But an unearthly force wants to prevent 
humanity from discovering the creative power that the inner joy holds.  

 1     3     0 — 5 min 

BLANK COLLECTIVE FILMS  -  TALES FROM CASCADIA 

Cascadia, a bioregion defined by its unique natural characteristics, its people and its diversity. From the 
shores of the Pacific Coast, to the lush and snow-caked rainforests, to the grand volcanic mountain peaks, 
This winter, Blank Collective films will embed themselves in Cascadia on a journey through tales that explain 
the harmony of this promised land.

 3     0     0 — 49 min 

LEGEND

 Big Mountain         Park         Street

INFORMATION /  REGISTRATION

https://festivalif3.com/fr/


iF3 MOVIE AWARDS GALA - LIVE FROM WHISTLER, BC

9 p.m. to 10 p.m.     Hosted by Mark Warner and Gillian Andrewshenko

BELLE-NEIGE DRIVE-IN - $25/CAR (4 PERS.)

10 p.m. to 11 p.m.    Screening 2

DEVIATE FILMS  -  GOOD LUCK 

Josiah James Wells & Torin Yater-Wallace jump into another season together with an upgraded cast, production 
and use of terrain. Mixing in Sean Logan as the main cinematographer and his brother, professional skier Chris 
Logan, the once Deviate crew aims for larger mountains, bigger airs, and higher heights.

 3     2     0 — 25 min

MATCHSTICK PRODUCTIONS  -  THE STOMPING GROUNDS 

For decades, the pursuit of adventure, deep powder and massive spines has taken professional skiers like 
Mark Abma and Michelle Parker to the far reaches of the globe. As skiers, the desire to seek more and to 
escape is ingrained in our DNA. But that doesn’t mean our immediate surroundings don’t possess their 
own special treasures. Matchstick Productions brings to you their newest creation, The Stomping Grounds.

 3     1     0 — 60 min

LEGEND

 Big Mountain         Park         Street

INFORMATION /  REGISTRATION

https://festivalif3.com/fr/


WAIT,  THERE IS MORE!
WATCH THESE MOVIES ONLINE

FOR FREE!

O C TO B E R  2 0 t h TO  2 3 r d

FREE STREAMING

Oct. 20th ,7:30 p.m. to Oct. 23rd  11:59 p.m.    Online streaming only

RUDE BOYS  —  OH MAN
HEART FILMS  —  DREAM CHASER

MIDIAFILM   —  ISKOLD
MORITZ KELLER  —  CHASING LOCALS

LUCAS STANUS VIDEO  —  HOME
GUILLAUME ARRIETA PRODUCTION  —  ONE BOARD TWO WORLDS

5ELEMENT PRODUCTIONS  —  IMAGINE
ANDRI & FLURINA BIEGER  —  MOINSA

UBAC IMAGES  —  MEU PIRENÈUS
THE BUNCH  —  LOVE YOU TOO

INVADE MEDIA  —  EARN YOUR TURN
ANTHFILM  —  3310 RECONNEXION

INSTILL ECHOES  —  S’ACCROCHER AU RÊVE
THE PEDESTRIANS  —  THE PEDESTRIANS
SPANAGEL PRODUCTIONS  —  ITINERANT

EMERSON LAWTON PRODUCTIONS  —  THIS MUST BE THE PLACE
BB PRODUCTIONS  —  MATANUSKA

PARKINGLOT4 PRODUCTIONS  —  CANALE HOLZER, AN ITALIAN CLASSIC
IAN HAMILTON  —  IMAGINE

HEAD FREESKIING / JEFF THOMAS CREATIVE  —  FRAME OF MIND
ACTION INSPIRED PRODUCTIONS  —  DELIVERANCE

MOUNTAIN TRIBE  —  ONE STEP AHEAD
ALBA ADVENTURES  —  THE QUEEN’S SECRET

BOKEH PRODUCTION  —  TRACES
ALBA ADVENTURES  —  ANYTHING BUT ORDINARY

ELIAS HENDERSON  —  NORCAY
REAL SKIFI  —  TENET

FASTFOKUS  —  BI-POLAR
SNOW HUNTERS FILM  —  RETURN TO ROOTS

GAETAN GAUDISSARD  —  CONSCIENCE
STARKSDALE PRODUCTIONS  —  LIKE A GIRL

OUTDOOR CHICKS  —  WILD AT HEART
WE TELEMARK  —  TELEMARKERAS INTRO

THE BURRRLAPZ  —  FOOTBALL
SOLID RUSK PRODUCTION  —  LOCAL FREEDOM

BENSHI CREATIVE  —  MIXTAPE

See the FILM GUIDE on our website for links

https://festivalif3.com/en/film-guide/ski/
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